
omni-directional dynamic microphones
DESCRIPTION
Small in size, inconspicuous in use—yet its small cap
sule surpasses the sensitivity of most professional 
dynamic microphones. Sound is reproduced clearly 
and naturally. A sliding shield boosts frequency re
sponse for more "presence."
The D-109 is supplied with 30 feet of non-detachable 
lightweight cable, lavalier clip with clasp and nylon 
neck cord.

D-160E

DESCRIPTION
The D-160E features a removable, rugged wire mesh 
windscreen which, when mounted, locks securely to 
the microphone body. Without the windscreen the 
unit has linear, full range response. With the wind
screen attached the response range has a 4 to 5 dB 
boost between 3,000-12,000 Hz for use in acousti
cally "dull" environments and for greater working 
distance.This superb, professional omni-directional 
dynamic microphone will find application in studio 
recording, remote pick-up, hand held use by perform
ers and in interviews.

DESCRIPTION
The D-510 is an omni-directional microphone with 
linear response and designed to reproduce clear, in
telligible speech without harshness and popping. The 
polar pattern is maintained uniformly over a range of 
360”. The D-510 is equipped with an 87/b" long flexi
ble shaft and is suitable for mounting directly on any 
vertical or horizontal surface.
Ideally suited for industrial applications, paging, inter
views and broadcasting.
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technical data
SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity:

56 d(5 (re I mvv/1 ()clynes/cm2) 
Impedance:

200 ohms 
Dimension:

23/«"lgx Vs"dia.
Weight :

1 V? ox.

SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity: 55 dB ire I ntvy/10 dynesA in2)
Impedance: 200 olims 
Dimension: 57/V‘ Igx I3/#” did.
Weight: 7,5 ox

ACCESSORIES 
W-tt Windsc reen, foam 
H-'24 Suspension 
SA-11/1 Stand Adapter 
MSH-58E flexible Shall 
AKG Stands

SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity:

56 clli ire I mvv It) dynes Arm2) 
Impedance:

2(H) ohm 
Dimension:

IJ-V ln "  lg x7/s” rlia 
Weight:

9 oz.

ACCESSORIES
W-3

Windscreen
ST-4A

Tahle stand, weighted 
ST-41

Same as above but with one push bulion, 
ST-43

With three push billions
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